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**Agreement Patterns in Old and Middle Hittite**

H. Craig Melchert

Hans Hock’s impressively broad range of interests includes study of agreement patterns in an array of Indo-European languages (see e.g. Hock 2008 and 2009). In honor of his many contributions to Indo-European and historical linguistics I offer the following addendum to the discussion of grammatical agreement in Hittite in Hoffner and Melchert 2008:235–41. For reasons of time and space I have been able to survey exhaustively only the data in Old Hittite texts attested in Old Hittite manuscripts (OS) and assured original Middle Hittite compositions attested in Middle Hittite manuscripts (MS). References to further examples outside these corpora are only selective.

1 **Number agreement with multiple antecedents**

One finds expected plural agreement with multiple antecedents agreeing in gender. Example (1) shows such agreement for predicate adjective and verb, and example (2) for an anaphoric pronoun (the reference clearly is to both of the nouns mentioned in the preceding clause):

1. KBo 17.1 iii 6–7 (Ritual for the King and Queen; OH/OS)

   \[4\text{UTU}-uš\] \[4\text{IŠKUR}-aš\] \[mān uktūrieš\]
   Sun-god.NOM.SG.C Storm-god.NOM.SG.C as eternal.NOM.PL.C
   LUGAL-uš MUNUS.LUGAL-aš -a QATAMMA uktūrieš
   king.NOM.SG.C queen.NOM.SG.C -and so eternal.NOM.PL.C
   ašantu
   be.1PV.3PL
   ‘As the Sun-god (and) the Storm-god (are) eternal, so let the king and queen be eternal.’

---

1For the abbreviations of the sources of Hittite manuscripts see Hoffner and Melchert 2008:xxi–xxii and for the sigla indicating the relative chronology of manuscripts (OH for Old Hittite, OS for Old Script, and so forth) see ibid.:xvii. As per standard convention, Sumerograms are transliterated in upper case Roman, Akkadograms in upper case italic, and phonetically written Hittite in lower case italic, while so-called determinatives are superscripted. For further details see Hoffner and Melchert 2008:14–5. Grammatical abbreviations and other symbols: [ ] enclose material lost in text break; ( ) enclose material restored from a duplicate; ⟨⟩ marks inserted emendation; ™ and -- demarcate clitics; ! marks emendation; × represents an il-
I bury the troops of clay and the fired-clay cups in the earth and nail them down.’

However, one also finds with some frequency number (and gender) agreement with only one of multiple antecedents, usually but not exclusively the nearest. Example (3) shows this for a predicate adjective, where uktūri agrees grammatically with tēkan, but obviously refers to all of the nominal subjects:

‘As the Sun-god, the Storm-god, heaven and earth (are) eternal.’

Examples (4) and (5) show such agreement with an anaphoric pronoun:

‘The king spits three times on the cow and one (human) figurine. The queen also spits on them three times.’

Here -an agrees with only one of the two conjoined common gender antecedents (most likely šīnān), but refers to both the cow (likewise a replica) and the human figurine.
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KUB 14.1 Ro 54–5 (Madduwatta; MH/MS)

[n סבי ta ŠA =Ma[d]duvatta [DAM.]MEŠ -ŠU ⟨DUMU.MEŠ -ŠU⟩
conj -ptcl of Madduwatta wives -his sons -his
NAM.RA.H˘I.A =SUNU aššu ʿya šer ūru Šallauwašši we[miēr]
deporrees -their goods -and up (in).Sallawassi find.pret.3pl
n -at ši ap[pa piyēr]
conj -them.nom/acc.pl.n -him.dat.sg give.pret.3pl
‘They found the wives and sons of Madduwatta and their deportees and goods up in Sallawassi and gave them back to him.’

Middle Hittite -at is here neuter nominative-accusative plural agreeing with only the last of the antecedents, the neuter plural aššu ‘goods’. For the reason not to construe it as showing “default” neuter agreement with the mixed gender antecedents see §2 below. For further examples of this construction see KBo 17.1 iii 101–3 (OH/OS) and KUB 14.1 Ro 55–6 (MH/MS).

We also find evidence for this construction in New Hittite compositions. Example (6) shows it with the nearest antecedent:

KBO 16.1 iv 34–5 (Annals of Mursili II; NH/NS)

[nu ʾšši ʾkan DAM -ŠU DUMU.MEŠ -ŠU
conj -him.dat -ptcl wife -his.acc.sg.c children -his.acc.pl.c
[NA(M.RA)].MEŠ -ya arha dāir n -an
deporrees.acc.sg.c -and away take.pret.3pl conj -them.acc.sg.c
EGIR-ра uw[ater]
back bring.pret.3pl
‘They took away from him his wife, his children, and his deportees and brought them back (to Hattusha).’

The anaphoric pronoun -an agrees only with the last antecedent arnuwalan (‘deporrees’ is regularly, though not exclusively, treated as a collective singular), but obviously refers also to the wife and children.2

Note also the interesting pattern of agreement with the relative and anaphoric pronouns in (7):

---

2 This strategy is also attested in Cuneiform Luvian. Note both the verbal and adjectival agreement in the example from the Ritual of Puriyanni (KUB 35.54 iii 25–30) cited in Melchert 2006:297.
nu šāru kuit NAM.RA
conjunction booty.nom/acc.sg.n which.nom/acc.sg.n deportees.acc.sg.c
GUD UDU AKŠUD ¼.MESŠU.DAB =ya
cattle.acc.sg.c sheep.acc.sg.c find.pret.1sg prisoners.acc.sg.c =also
kuin épper n =an INA URI Altanna arḫa
which.acc.sg.c seize.pret.3pl conj-them.acc.sg.c in Altanna pv
dalabḫun
leave-behind.pret.1sg
‘I left behind in Altanna the booty, deportees, cattle (and) sheep which I had
found and also the prisoners they (my troops) had seized.’

The first relative pronoun kuit is neuter nominative-accusative singular agreeing only
with šāru ‘booty’, although it clearly refers also to the common gender singul ars (here
with collective sense) ‘deportees’, ‘cows’, and ‘sheep’. The anaphoric -an agrees gram-
matically only with common gender singular ‘which prisoners’ (āppantan kuin, again
a collective), but again refers to all of the preceding antecedents. For a further instance
of NH agreement with only one of multiple antecedents (but not the nearest) see (16)
below.

One also finds a verb agreeing with only the nearer of two conjoined subjects:

8. KBo 17.1 iii 5 (Ritual for the King and Queen; OH/OS)
LUGAL-š =an MUNUS.LUGAL-š a tarnaš
king.nom.sg.c -it.acc.sg.c queen.nom.sg.c =and release.pret.3sg
‘The king and queen released it.’

This example cannot be explained away as a special case on the basis that the royal
couple was especially thought of as a unit. That notion is belied first of all by the
variation in the following examples from the same text:

9. KBo 17.1 iii 17–8 (id.; restorations from KBo 17.3 iii 17–8)
[(mān LUGAL-uš MUNUS.L)UGAL-nuš a t]ezzi ta
if king.nom.sg.c queen.nom.sg.c =and say.pret.3sg conj
DUMU.MESŠ-an parna p[(aimi mān natt)a =ma tara]nzi nu
sons.gen.pl house.all go.pret.1sg if not =but say.pret.3pl conj
natta paim[(i)]
not go.pret.1sg
‘If the king and queen say (so), I go to the house of the sons. But if they do
not say (so), I do not go.’
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10. ibid. iv 11–2

\[ m\acute{\text{a}}n \ \text{LUGAL}-u\acute{s} \ \text{MUNUS.LUGAL-}\tilde{a}\tilde{s} \ -a \ \text{taranzi} \ -a \ \text{DUMU.MEŠ-} \ \text{parna} \ \text{paimi} \ [\text{takk}]u \ \text{natta} \ -ma \ \text{taranzi} \ -nu \ \text{natta} \ \text{paimi} \]

Note first of all that in (9) the singular verb tezzi is used for the positive formulation, but the plural taranzi for the negative one (the restoration of the latter is secure). Furthermore, in the second version in (10), the only difference from (9) is the use of takku for ‘if’ in the negative formulation, and the use of the plural taranzi in both formulations. It is not remotely credible that the alternation of tezzi/taranzi has any more functional significance than that of \( m\acute{\text{a}}n \ldots \text{m}\acute{\text{a}}n \) versus \( m\acute{\text{a}}n \ldots \text{takku} \). In any case, agreement of the verb with only the second of two conjoined subjects is not restricted to the Hittite king and queen:

11. HKM 66:15–6 (Letter from Ma\text{"a}sat; MH/MS)

\[ \text{nu} \ \text{=war} \ \text{=a\text{"i}}} \ "\text{Imra-LÚ-i\text{"i}}} \ "\text{Dula[k]k[i]\text{"i}}} \]

\text{CONJ} \ :\text{QUOT}:\text{them.ACC.PL.C} \ \text{Imrazidi.NOM.SG} \ \text{Dulakki.NOM.SG}

\text{tur"iskeddu}

\text{hitch-up.1PV.3SG}

‘Let Imrazidi and Dulakki hitch them up (the aforementioned horses).’

2 Animate (common gender) plural agreement for mixed gender antecedents

In the case of mixed gender antecedents in Old Hittite, in addition to the strategy shown above in (3) of agreement only with the nearer antecedent we also find use of animate plural agreement. Example (12) shows this for a predicate adjective (note that this is the very same sentence as (3), as it appears in a parallel manuscript!):

12. KBo 17.3 + ii 52’’–iii 1 (Ritual for the King and Queen; OH/OS)

\[ \text{m\acute{\text{a}}n} \ "\text{UTU} \ "\text{IŠKUR} \ \text{népi\text{"i}}} \ \text{têkann} \ -\text{a} \]

as \quad \text{Sun-god} \ \text{Storm-god} \ \text{heaven.NOM/ACC.SG.N} \ \text{earth.NOM/ACC.SG.N} \ \text{and}

\text{[(uktu]vi\text{"e}}} \ \text{eternal.NOM.PL.C}

‘As the Sun-god, Storm-god, heaven and earth are eternal.’

Example (13) shows the same kind of agreement with an anaphoric pronoun:

\[ ^{3}\text{Hoffner (2009:220) expresses puzzlement at the singular verb with what clearly are two subjects, but the construction is perfectly grammatical Hittite. See the further OH example in the first clause of (13) below, where we find PRE.SG \text{kitt} \ ‘lies’ agreeing only with the second of two conjoined subjects ‘leavened bread loaves’ and ‘libation (of) marnuan’.} \]
Three leavened bread loaves and a libation (of) marnuan lie (ready). When it dawns, a deaf man and I go in, and we pick them up.

It is clear that the common-gender accusative plural -uš is referring back to both the loaves of bread (common gender plural) and the libation of the marnuan-drink (neuter singular). In view of the unmistakable example in (13), we may assume the same construction for the more elaborate following examples, which understandably perplexed the initial editors of the text (Otten and Souček 1969:21 n. 18 and 1969:39 n. 19):

A palace official takes the tongue(s) of iron from the mouth(s) of the king and queen. He takes the things fastened to (lit. with) their fingers and puts them in their hand(s). We go out, and I place those things in the forecourt.

Whereas the neuter nominative-accusative plural -e in n-e-n refers back only to the immediate antecedent įgaranta ‘(the things) fastened’, the common-gender accusative plural apuš refers both to the iron tongues and the material taken from the king’s and queen’s fingers. 

---

As often in Hittite with reference to singular body parts of respective persons, lālan ‘tongue’ is grammatically singular. The crucial point is that it is common (animate) gender vs. įgaranta ‘the things fastened’.

---

4 As often in Hittite with reference to singular body parts of respective persons, lālan ‘tongue’ is grammatically singular. The crucial point is that it is common (animate) gender vs. įgaranta ‘the things fastened’.
15. ibid. iv 18–22 (dupl. KBo 17.3 iv 14–9)

3? ×[ ] × TUR.TUR 1-EN šıman
××× -itt =a amorummi bahkiš
X.INST =and a.PRES.ISG barley.GEN.SG heads.NOM/ACC.PL.N

išhıyanda [Z]ÍZ.HI.A-āš =a harsār
bound.NOM/ACC.PL.N spelt.GEN.SG =and heads.NOM/ACC.PL.N

kē šan hümanda[(a)] [p]addani
bound.NOM/ACC.PL.N these -PTCL all.NOM/ACC.PL.N basket.DAT/LOC.SG

tēhḫi n =e LUGAL-aš
place.PRES.ISG CONJ =them.NOM/ACC.PL.N king.GEN.SG

MUNUS.LUGAL-aš =a [(ki)]tkar šamet tēhḫi šēr =a =ššan
queen.GEN.SG =and at-head =their place.PRES.ISG over -CONJ -PTCL

GADA-an peššemi š =uš [(LÚ-aš)] natta
cloth.ACC.SG.C throw.PRES.ISG CONJ =them.ACC.PL.C man.NOM.SG.C not

aušzi see.PRES.3SG

‘I a. three? small [ ] s and one figurine with s. and [ ]. Heads of barley (are) bound (together), and heads of spelt (are) bound (together). I place all of these things in a basket and place them at the head of the king and queen. I throw a cloth over them, so that no man sees them.’

Since surely all of the previously mentioned objects are made invisible, all of them must be placed in the basket, over which the cloth is then thrown. This means that the Hittite author first employed agreement with the nearer antecedent: kē hümanda ‘all these things’ agrees grammatically only with the two instances of harsār ‘heads’, but necessarily refers also to the missing first object ‘three small [ ]’ (gender unknown) and šıman ‘figurine’ (common gender). However, he then switches and uses common gender accusative plural -uš to refer to the same set of antecedents when expressing that no man sees them.5

Readers will have noticed that all of the examples of animate plural agreement with mixed-gender antecedents come from a single OH composition. Given the very restricted scope of the OH/OS and MH/MS corpora, this fact is not likely to be significant. However, what may be significant is that the semantic referents of the antecedents in the OH examples (13)–(15) are all inanimate. This is not true of the only superficially comparable example I have found of such a usage with an anaphoric pronoun in a New Hittite composition:

5 Another likely example of such a sequence is found in KBo 17.7+25.7+IBoT 3.35 iv 2–3 (see for the text Neu 1980:22), where one should restore a neuter noun in the gap.
16. KBo 5.9 iii 12–5 (Treaty of Mursili II with Tuppi-Teshup; NH/NS)

\[\begin{align*}
\text{m¯an} & \text{ KUR-TUM} & \text{kuitki} & \text{našma} \, \text{LÚ MUNNABTUM} \\
\text{if} & \text{ land.NOM/ACC.SG.N} & \text{some.NOM/ACC.SG.N} & \text{or} & \text{fugitive.NOM.SG.C} \\
\text{šarā tiyēzzi} & n & =\text{at} & \text{INA KUR} & \text{URU Hatti} \\
\text{up} & \text{stand.PRES.3SG CONJ -it.NOM/ACC.SG.N} & \text{to land} & \text{Hatti} \\
\text{iyattari} & n & =\text{at} & \text{-kan tuel KUR} & \text{KA ištarna arha} \\
\text{go.PRES.3SG CONJ -it.NOM/ACC.SG.N} & \text{-PTCL your land} & \text{-your through PV} \\
\text{uezzi} & n & =\text{aš} & \text{-kan KASKAL-ši} & \text{SIG5-in} \\
\text{come.PRES.3SG CONJ -them.ACC.PL.C} & \text{-PTCL way.DAT/LOC.SG} & \text{well} \\
\text{dāi} & \text{set.IPV.2SG} \\
\end{align*}\]

‘If some land or fugitive arises and is going to the land of Hatti and comes through your land, set them well on (their) way.’

The agreement pattern here appears to be parallel to that in (4) and (5), except that the initial agreement with only one of the two antecedents is with the first (-at in the clauses with iyattari and uezzi is neuter nominative-accusative singular, agreeing with utnē ‘land’ which stands behind the spelling KUR-TUM). Then, however, the author switches to animate plural agreement (accusative plural common gender aš) to refer back to neuter utnē ‘land’ and common gender pittianza ‘fugitive’ (which stands behind the spelling LÚ MUNNABTUM). However, unlike in the Old Hittite examples, the semantic referents here are all animate, and this fact may explain the use of -aš. It is thus quite unclear whether animate plural agreement with mixed gender antecedents whose referents are inanimate extends beyond Old Hittite.

3 Strict agreement and “constructio ad sensum” with collective singulars

As expected, Hittite shows both strict grammatical agreement and the so-called constructio ad sensum, that is, plural agreement, with grammatically singular nouns that refer to a plurality.

---

\[\text{That this NH -at is neuter nominative-accusative singular, and not animate nominative plural, is shown by the singular verbs. If -at were ‘they’, the verbs would necessarily be plural. In principle, NH -at could also be nominative-accusative plural neater, which would take singular verb agreement, but I must stress that I know of no compelling evidence anywhere in Hittite for neuter plural agreement with mixed gender antecedents.}\]
A. Strict agreement

17. KBo 22.2 Vo 7–8 (Tale of Zalpa; OH/OS)

\[ U \text{ÉRIN.MEŠ} \text{uru} \text{Zalpa menah} \text{handa uet} \text{š –an} \]

but troops.nom.sg.c (of).Zalpa in.opposition came conj -them.acc.sg.c

\[ \text{LUGAL-ruš hullet} \]

king.NSG fight.pret.3sg

‘But the troops of Zalpa came in opposition, and the king fought them.’

The word for ‘troops’ is unknown, but it clearly is a common gender t-stem that with rare exceptions occurs in the singular with collective meaning.7

18. HKM 18:18–20 (Letter from Mašat; MH/MS)

\[ \text{nu} \text{=mu kā katti =mi ÉRIN.MEŠ KUR.UGU} \]

conj -me.dat here with -me troops.nom.sg.c (of).upper.land

ÉRIN.MEŠ KUR uru Ishupitta kuški

troops.nom.sg.c (of).land Ishupitta some.nom.sg.c

\[ n \text{–an} \text{–ta uppal} \text{hi} \]

conj -them.acc.sg.c -you.dat send.pres.1sg

‘I have some troops of the Upper Land, of the land Ishupitta, here with me. I will send them to you.’

One finds similar grammatically singular agreement of anaphoric pronouns with ÉRIN.MEŠ ‘troops’ (infantry) in HKM 36:31–3 and also with the likewise collective singulars ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ.HI.A ‘horses’ (i.e., chariotry) in HKM 2:6–9, HKM 15:8–13, and HKM 30:8–10, GUD.HI.A ‘cattle’ in HKM 5:3–6, and LÚ.KÚR ‘enemy’ in HKM 8:12–7.

B. Constructio ad sensum

19. KBo 3.22 Ro 37 (Anitta; OH/OS)

\[ šardia(n) =šann =a kuin upwatet \]

allies.acc.sg.c =his.acc.sg.c =also whom.acc.sg.c bring.pret.3sg

\[ š =zuš \text{uru} \text{Sal}[(amp)i \ldots] \]

conj -them.acc.sg.c in.Salampa

‘[I ___ed] in Salampa his allies whom he had brought.’

---

7The word behind ÉRIN.MEŠ-t- is not tusziyant-, contra Tischler 2001:222 et al. As shown by the de-nominative verb tusziya- ‘to encamp’, the original sense of tuszi- was ‘camp’ (logographically KARAŠ), and it came to mean ‘troops’ only secondarily.
As per the CHD (2005:293), šardian here is an accusative singular with collective meaning, not genitive plural (contra Neu 1974:13, 56, 142), resumed by common gender plural -uš.

20. KUB 14.1 Ro 70 (Madduwatta; MH/MS)

\[ \text{kāšna} = \text{wa} \quad [\text{ÉRÍN.}]\text{MEŠ} \quad \text{URU} \text{Hatti} \quad \text{URU} \text{Hinduwa zahhiya} \]

\[ \text{ADV} = \text{QUOT} \text{troops.NOM.SG.C (of).Hatti (to).Hinduwa battle.ALL} \]

\[ \text{pait} \quad \text{nu} = \text{wa} \quad \text{šmaš} \quad \text{KASKAL-an peran ëpten} \]

\[ \text{go.PRET.3SG CONJ-QUOT =them.DAT way.ACC.SG.C in.front seize.IPV.2PL} \]

\[ \text{nu =war =aš \quad wal(a)hten} \]

\[ \text{CONJ-QUOT =them.ACC.PL.C strike.IPV.2PL} \]

‘The troops of Hatti have (just) gone towards Hinduwa for battle. Seize the way ahead of them and strike them.’

That the noun ‘troops’ is grammatically singular is shown by the verb pait, which is preterite third singular, but the following anaphoric pronouns are third plural. The same text shows a similar construction in the next line, KUB 14.1 Ro 71.

While the Mašat Letters for the most part use singular agreement with collective nouns such as ‘troops’, ‘enemy’, ‘horses’ (= chariotry), and ‘cattle’, there is at least one interesting mixed construction:

21. HKM 21:3–7 (Letter from Mašat; MH/MS)

\[ \text{ŠA \ ÉRIN.MEŠ} \quad =\text{mu} \quad \text{kuit} \quad \text{uttar} \quad \text{hattræš} \]

\[ \text{of} \ \text{troops.GEN.SG =me.DAT which matter.NOM/ACC.SG.N write.PRET.2SG} \]

\[ \text{arba} \quad \text{kuiš} \quad [\text{t}']\text{arnan harzi} \quad \text{apē} \quad =\text{ya} \]

\[ \text{away which.NOM.SG.C left} \quad \text{have.PRES.3SG those.NOM.PL.C =also} \]

\[ [\text{kuiš}'] \quad \text{šer E[GI]R'-an} =\text{mu} \quad \text{kappūwar} \]

\[ \text{which.NOM.SG.C up afterwards =me.DAT number.NOM/ACC.SG.N} \]

\[ [\text{kuiš}]' \quad \text{hattræš} \quad \text{n} \quad =\text{at} \]

\[ \text{which.NOM/ACC.SG.N write.PRET.2SG CONJ-c(i)-NOM/ACC.SG.N} \]

\[ \text{AŠME} \]

\[ \text{hear.PRET.1SG} \]

‘As to the matter of the troops that you wrote me about, the ones who have left, and also those who (are) up (there), the number that you wrote to me afterwards I have heard.’

I cannot follow Hoffner (2009:132–3), who interprets a-pé-e-ya as ‘there’. The spelling of the adverb apiya ‘there’ with e-vocalism and a long vowel would be unprecedented and inexplicable. We have rather a mixed construction in which the animate singular antecedent ‘troops’ is resumed twice by animate singular kuiš (referring to two por-
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tions of troops, one of which the addressee had reported as having left, the other not), but for “additive focus” with -ya ‘also’ the author has used animate nominative plural apē, not the strict grammatical singular apāš.

Both strict grammatical agreement and the constructio ad sensum are routinely found with collective singular nouns in New Hittite, often juxtaposed in the same text. A single example of each will suffice:

22. KBo 5.6 ii 19–20 (Deeds of Suppiluliuma; NH/NS)
\[\begin{align*}
\text{nu} & \quad =\text{kan} & \text{ŠA} & \quad \text{URU} \text{KÙ.BABBAR}-t\text{i kuiš} & \quad \text{ÉRIN.MEŠ} \\
\text{conj} & =\text{ptcl} \text{of} & \text{Hatti} & \quad \text{which} \text{.nom.sg.c} \text{troops} \text{.nom.sg.c} \\
\text{ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ} & \quad n & =\text{an} & \quad =\text{kan} & \quad \text{šer aranzi} \\
\text{horses} \text{.nom.sg.c} & \quad \text{conj} =\text{them} \text{.acc.sg.c} & =\text{ptcl} \text{up detain} \text{.pres.3pl} \\
\end{align*}\]

“They (the Hurrians) detained up (in Murmuriga) the troops and horses (infantry and chariots) that (were) of Hatti.”

23. ibid. ii 24–5
\[\begin{align*}
\text{ÉRIN.MEŠ} & \quad =\text{wa} & \quad =\text{kan} & \quad \text{ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ kuiš} & \quad \text{INA} \\
\text{troops} \text{.nom.sg.c} & =\text{quot} & \text{ptcl} \text{horses} \text{.nom.sg.c} & \quad \text{which} \text{.nom.sg.c in} \\
\text{URU} & \quad \text{Murmuriga šer} & \quad \text{mu} & \quad =\text{war} & \quad =\text{aš} & \quad =\text{kan} & \quad \text{LÚ.MEŠ} & \quad \text{URU} \text{Hurri} \\
\text{Murmurig} & \quad \text{up} & \quad \text{conjunction} & =\text{quot} & \text{them} \text{.acc.pl.c} & =\text{ptcl} \text{men} & \text{(of)} \text{.Hurri} & \text{anda wahnuwan ḥarkanzi} \\
\text{pv} & \quad \text{enclosed} & \text{have} \text{.pres.3pl} \\
\end{align*}\]

“The Hurrians have surrounded the troops (and) horses that are up in Murmurig.”

In these two accounts of the same event a few lines apart, the grammatically singular animate antecedents are resumed in the first with animate singular -an, but in the second with animate plural -aš.

One also finds a constructio ad sensum in terms of subject-verb agreement with collective singular nouns:

24. KBo 3.4 iv 36–7 (Annals of Mursili II; NH/NS)
\[\begin{align*}
\text{nu} & \quad \text{KUR} \text{-canza} & \quad \text{ḥúmanza} & \quad \text{URU} \text{.DIDL.HI.A BÀD} \\
\text{conjunction} & \quad \text{population} \text{.nom.sg.c} & \quad \text{entire} \text{.nom.sg.c} \text{cities} & \quad \text{fortified} \\
\text{EGIR} & \quad =\text{pa épper} \\
\text{back} & \quad \text{take} \text{.pret.3pl} \\
\end{align*}\]

“The entire population retired (3pl.!) to the fortified cities.”

---

8 The verb is a “historical present” in a past narrative.

9 The expression ‘take back’ here with reference to cities has the idiomatic sense ‘retire/retreat to; take refuge in’.
As in colloquial English, a singular indeterminate relative can also be construed as referring to a plurality and call forth plural agreement:

25. KUB 23.72 + Vo 21 (Mida of Pahhuwa; MH/MS)

\[\text{nu kuiš ANA } ^4\text{UTU-Š[J] kūru }\text{ANA LÚ.MEŠ} \]
\[\text{CONJ who.NOM.SG.C to His.Majesty enemy to men} \]
\[\text{URU }\text{Pahhuwa }=\text{ya }=\text{at kūru }\text{ašandu} \]
\[(of).Pahhuwa =\text{also }\text{they.NOM.PL.C enemy be.IPV.3PL} \]

‘Who(ever) (is) an enemy to His Majesty, let them also be an enemy to the men of Pahhuwa.’

4 Neuter singular resumption of exclusively animate antecedents

In military narratives in Middle and New Hittite we unexpectedly find what appears to be neuter singular anaphoric resumption of antecedents that are exclusively animate in both grammatical gender and semantic reference. While MH and NH -\text{at} is per se ambiguous as to number, the examples from the Madduwa text with \text{apāt hūman} show that the similarly used -\text{at} is singular:

26. KUB 14.1 Ro 48 (Madduwatta; MH/MS)

\[\text{[KA]RĀŠ-za }=\text{kan kuiš tépawesi i[spar]ter} \]
\[\text{army/camp.ABL }=\text{PTCL which.NOM.PL.C few.NOM.PL.C escape.PRET.3PL} \]
\[\text{apāt }=\text{ma }=\text{kan hūman }=\text{arhā} \]
\[\text{that.NOM/ACC.SG.N }=\text{CONJ }=\text{PTCL all.NOM/ACC.SG.N PV} \]
\[\text{ha][p]er }=\text{pat} \]
\[\text{slaughter.PRET.3PL }=\text{PTCL} \]

‘The few who escaped from the army/camp, they likewise slaughtered all that.’

27. ibid. Ro 52

\[\text{kappa[wanteš }=\text{pa]t antuššēš išparter} \]
\[\text{numbered.NOM.PL.C }=\text{PTCL people.NOM.PL.C escape.PRET.3PL} \]
\[\text{[ap]āt }=\text{ma }=\text{kan [hūm]an }=\text{arba hāšper} \]
\[\text{that.NOM/ACC.SG.N }=\text{CONJ }=\text{PTCL all.NOM/ACC.SG.N PV slaughter.PRET.3PL} \]

‘[Ju]st numbered (= a few) people escaped, but they slaughtered all that.’

Beckman (1996:147) supplies in both cases a reference to “the army,” but there is no known Hittite word for ‘army’ that is grammatically neuter. We know of only \text{ÉRIN.MEŠ-t-} ‘troops’, \text{tussi-} (\text{KARAŠ}) ‘camp’ also secondarily ‘troops, army’, and its extended stem \text{tussiyant-}, all common gender. Furthermore, the second passage
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makes it unmistakable that the antecedent consists of the few people (animate plural antuḫšēš) who escaped.

If we had only the two examples from the Madduwatta text, one might try to attribute the neuter singular to the presence of ḫūman, which could be construed as a neuter substantive ‘totality’. However, we find a similar use of neuter singular anaphoric -at alone in New Hittite:

28. KBo 16.17 + 2.5 iii 39–40 (Annals of Mursili II; NH/NS)
   
   nu “Aparrun QADU 3 LI[M ḫūn.MES] -ŠU
   
   conj Aparru.acc.sg with 3000 troops -his
   
   ANŠE.KUR.RA.MEŠ -ŠU ḫulliyat n -at -kan
   
   horses -his fight.pret.3sg conj -ıt.nom/acc.sg.n -ptcl
   
   ku[enta]
   
   kill.pret.3sg
   
   ‘He (Tarhini) fought Aparru with his three thousand troops and horses and killed them(!).’

29. KBo 5.9 ii 38–39 (Treaty of Mursili II with Tuppi-Teshup)
   
   NAM.RAḪI.A KUR URU ḫuṣši kuieš U
   
   
   arnut ammuqq -a -at arnumun
   
   remove.pret.3sg I -also -ıt.nom/acc.sg.n remove.pret.1sg
   
   ‘The deportees of the land of Nuhassi and of the land of Kinza whom my father removed, I too removed them(!).’

I stress that we are not dealing with an instance of neuter plural agreement as the default for mixed gender antecedents. All of the antecedents in both (28) and (29) are grammatically animate in Hittite (common gender) and have semantically animate referents: the man Aparru and his troops and horses in (28) and the deportees in (29), which here are in the plural, as shown by kuieš. As noted above, the anaphoric -at could in principle be neuter plural rather than singular, but I assume singular based on the unambiguously singular apā ḫūman of the preceding examples from Madduwatta.

I have no ready explanation for this usage. If further investigation shows that it is limited to the contexts of the examples given above, I can only tentatively suggest an intended dehumanizing effect: the slain enemies and the deportees are demoted to the status of inanimate objects, and indeed with all trace of their individuality removed by the singular ‘all that’ and ‘it’.
Finally, I must briefly mention some instances of peculiar anaphoric agreement that appear to be motivated by avoidance of certain morphophonemic combinations, though I must emphasize that we are unlikely to be dealing with strict rules. It has been noticed by a number of scholars that where we would expect a sequence *n-at-ta*, consisting of the conjunction *nu*, anaphoric *-at* as neuter nominative-accusative singular or plural, and the second-person pronoun *-ta* ‘you’, we find in Middle and New Hittite almost exclusively *n-e-tta*, with the allomorph *-e* that is historically only neuter nominative-accusative plural, even when the antecedent clearly is singular (see the references in Melchert 1977:19–20 and in Kammenhuber 1976:41–7, who also supplies further examples):

30. HKM 64:22–6 (Letter from Mašat; MH/MS)

```
nu uddanaš arkuwar kuit
CONJ matter.GEN.SG explanation.NOM/ACC.SG.N which.NOM/ACC.SG.N
eGIR-pa iër n -e -tta kašna
back make.PRET.3PL CONJ :it.NOM/ACC.PL :YOU.DAT just
tuppi ŠA "Himu-DINGIR-LIM LÚ
tablet.NOM/ACC.SG of Himuili messenger.NOM.SG.C
ŢEMI udaš
bring.PRET.3SG
```

‘The explanation of the matter that they made in return, Himmuili’s messenger has just brought to you (as) a tablet.’\(^{10}\)

Hoffner (2009:216) interprets *arkuwar* as a plural ‘replies’, but the clearly singular *kuit* excludes this. Here as elsewhere, *-e-* in the specific sequence *n-e-tta* is used for expected *n-at-ta* even where *-at* would have singular reference.\(^{11}\)

Kammenhuber (1976:46) argues that this special use of *n-e-tta* was an innovation made possible only by the replacement of older *-e* in its functions as common-gender nominative plural and neuter nominative-accusative plural by *-at* in late Middle Hittite. However, the following OH example with the particle *-šan* rather than *-ta* ‘you’ raises serious doubts about that claim:

31. KUB 36.110 Vo 13–6 (CTH 820; OH/OS)

```
labarnaš É-er -šet tuškarattaš hašnaš
l GEN.SG house :his.NOM/ACC.SG.N joy.GEN.SG children.DAT/LOC.PL
```

\(^{10}\)One could also interpret with Hoffner (2009:216–7) as ‘(my) messenger has just brought it in a tablet of Himmuili’.

\(^{11}\)As noted by Melchert (1977:20), the expected *n-at-ta* is attested at least once, in KUB 12.17:4: [ ] *išpantuzzi-nu paiš n-at-ta utah[un] ‘[ ]gave me a libation, and I brought it to you.’ The interpretation is assured by preceding and following sentences with other objects referred to by *n-an-ta* (*utah[un]*).
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There is no evidence that the word for ‘house’ is here a collective plural, and that is contradicted in any case by the singular form of the predicate participle \textit{wedan} in an OH/OS text. Furthermore, ‘house’ is resumed regularly by simple \textit{n-at} in Vo 20 of the same text. The OH alternation \textit{n-e-ššan} vs. \textit{n-at} is thus entirely parallel to that of later attested \textit{n-e-tta} vs. \textit{n-at}. While \textit{n-at-šan} is unattested in our limited OS corpus, this absence could easily be due to chance. Be that as it may, \textit{n-at-šan} is generally well attested, so its avoidance is not a rule, any more than that of \textit{n-at-ta} (see n. 11).

That \textit{n-at-ta} was dispreferred due to homophony with the negative \textit{natta} (see Friedrich 1925:296, followed by Kammenhuber 1976:41) seems to me dubious, but I have no better explanation to offer. The use of \textit{n-e-ššan} for \textit{n-at-šan} might be motivated by the tendency for \textit{z-at-šan} to be assimilated to \textit{z-aš-šan} in Old Hittite, which could create homophony with underlying \textit{z-aš-šan} (see on the assimilation Hoffner and Melchert 2008:41).\footnote{This assimilation also appears to be attested in Middle Hittite, in the Mašat letter HKM 37:14–5: [\textit{tu}]	extit{h˘šuwanzi™ war™ aš™ šan} [karu ar[ant][e] ‘They (the vineyards) are already ripe (lit. arrived) for harvesting.’ The common gender nominative plural \textit{aranteš} requires that the enclitic subject be likewise, hence underlying \textit{-at} in late Middle Hittite.}

6 Conclusion

As demonstrated by Hans Hock for other Indo-European traditions, so too in Hittite closer examination shows a wider variety of agreement patterns than generally recognized. The examples of agreement with only the nearer of multiple antecedents cited in §1 are unsurprising, as is the evidence for coexisting strict agreement and the constructio ad sensum with antecedents that are grammatically singular but have plural reference. Both of these usages are paralleled in other ancient and modern Indo-European languages. More unusual is the apparent use of animate (common gender) agreement in anaphoric pronouns referring to mixed-gender antecedents as described in §2 (NB all the antecedents have semantically inanimate referents). Further scrutiny of the total Hittite corpus will clarify whether this pattern extends beyond Old Hittite as well as the status of the peculiar usages illustrated in §§4 and 5.

\begin{footnotesize}
\footnote{This assimilation also appears to be attested in Middle Hittite, in the Mašat letter HKM 37:14–5: [\textit{tu}]	extit{h˘šuwanzi™ war™ aš™ šan} [karu ar[ant][e] ‘They (the vineyards) are already ripe (lit. arrived) for harvesting.’ The common gender nominative plural \textit{aranteš} requires that the enclitic subject be likewise, hence underlying \textit{-at} in late Middle Hittite.}
\end{footnotesize}
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